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Abstract. The development of targeted therapies and the resurgence of immunotherapy offer enormous potential to dramatically improve the outlook for patients with invasive urothelial carcinoma (InvUC). Optimization of these therapies, however,
is crucial as only a minority of patients achieve dramatic remission, and toxicities are common. With the complexities of the
therapies, and the growing list of possible drug combinations to test, highly relevant animal models are needed to assess and
select the most promising approaches to carry forward into human trials. The animal model(s) should possess key features
that dictate success or failure of cancer drugs in humans including tumor heterogeneity, genetic-epigenetic crosstalk, immune
cell responsiveness, invasive and metastatic behavior, and molecular subtypes (e.g., luminal, basal). While it may not be
possible to create these collective features in experimental models, these features are present in naturally-occurring InvUC in
pet dogs. Naturally occurring canine InvUC closely mimics muscle-invasive bladder cancer in humans in regards to cellular
and molecular features, molecular subtypes, biological behavior (sites and frequency of metastasis), and response to therapy.
Clinical treatment trials in pet dogs with InvUC are considered a win-win scenario; the individual dog benefits from effective
treatment, the results are expected to help other dogs, and the findings are expected to translate to better treatment outcomes
in humans. This review will provide an overview of canine InvUC, the similarities to the human condition, and the potential
for dogs with InvUC to serve as a model to predict the outcomes of targeted therapy and immunotherapy in humans.
Keywords: Urinary bladder cancer, transitional cell carcinoma, urothelial carcinoma, animal models, dog, immunotherapy,
targeted therapy

THE EXPANDING NEED FOR ANIMAL
MODELS TO ADVANCE InvUC THERAPY
Muscle-invasive urothelial carcinoma (InvUC)
negatively impacts quality of life and is lethal in 50%
of patients [1, 2]. In the last two decades, only modest
improvement has occurred in the outcome of patients
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with InvUC [1, 2]. Recently, there has been impressive progress in drugs aimed at molecular, epigenetic,
and immune targets [3]. Combinations of these new
drugs, along with the finding of differential treatment responses based on molecular InvUC subtype
(luminal, basal, etc.), could drive dramatic improvements in InvUC therapy [4–9]. There are, however,
not enough patients to test all of the new drugs and
various combinations of drugs in order to optimize
therapy, especially patients with metastatic disease
who are still eligible for trials having typically failed
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multiple therapies. This puts more pressure on preclinical animal studies to select therapies to move
forward into humans. Current experimental animal
models do not accurately recapitulate the complexities (e.g., tumor heterogeneity, genetic and epigenetic
crosstalk, immune cell responsiveness) that drive
drug response in human InvUC, especially in regards
to invasive and metastatic cancer [10, 11]. A consequence of this is that current models fail to predict
success, or more importantly to predict failure, of new
cancer therapies in humans, thus leading to a high
failure rate in human trials [11]. Clearly, more predictive models are essential. In this review, the case
will be presented for dogs with naturally-occurring
InvUC to serve as a highly relevant animal model
to complement traditional models, in order to much
more accurately predict treatment success and failure in humans, thereby improving the success rate in
human trials.

NATURALLY-OCCURRING CANINE
BLADDER CANCER
The general characteristics of naturally-occurring
InvUC in dogs have recently been reviewed, and
are summarized briefly herein [12–14]. Each year,
approximately 6 million of the 65 million pet dogs
in the United States will develop cancer [15]. With
bladder cancer comprising 1-2% of all canine cancer, more than 50,000 dogs are expected to develop
bladder cancer each year [12].
The most common naturally occurring bladder
tumor in dogs is urothelial carcinoma, with the majority being high-grade papillary infiltrative tumors [12].
Invasion into the muscle layers of the bladder is
common. Non-muscle invasive bladder cancer is
uncommon in dogs. Multiple factors contribute to
the development of InvUC in dogs including heritable traits and environmental exposures [12]. Known
risk factors include exposure to older type flea control products and lawn chemicals as well as obesity,
breed, and female sex [12, 16]. Scottish Terriers
have a 21-fold increased risk while Eskimo Dogs,
Shetland Sheepdogs, West Highland White Terriers,
Keeshonds, Samoyeds, and Beagles have a 3–6.5-fold
increased risk of developing InvUC [12]. This makes
dogs an invaluable model to study heritable risk and
gene-environment interactions, and to evaluate early
detection and intervention strategies.
The clinical features of InvUC in dogs mimic those
in humans. The most common clinical signs in dogs

with InvUC are hematuria, stranguria, and pollakiuria
[13]. Diagnosis is made via cystoscopic or surgically obtained biopsies for histopathology. Canine
and human InvUC have similar pathology including
cellular features, tumor heterogeneity, and local invasion [12, 14, 17]. Distant metastases are present in
15–20% of dogs at diagnosis, and in 50% or more
of dogs at death [12]. Distant metastases occur in
abdominal organs, lung, bone, and other locations
[12, 18, 19].
InvUC is considered a very treatable, but rarely curable, disease in dogs. Treatment can include surgery,
radiation therapy, and chemotherapy, with the latter being the mainstay of treatment. The majority
of InvUC is located within the trigone region of the
bladder making partial cystectomy only possible in
a small subset of dogs [13]. Complete cystectomy
is not typically performed in pet dogs because of
the frequent extension of the tumor down the urethra, presence of metastasis at the time of diagnosis
in some dogs, the morbidity associated with the surgical procedure, and the expense involved [13, 20].
The mainstay of treatment includes cyclooxygenase
(COX) inhibitors, chemotherapy, and combinations
of these [12–14]. COX inhibitors have antitumor
effects in canine InvUC. Single agent COX inhibitor
treatment leads to remission rates of 18–20% and
stable disease rates of approximately 55% in dogs
[12, 14]. Chemotherapy agents with known activity in
dogs with InvUC include cisplatin, carboplatin, gemcitabine, vinblastine, mitoxantrone, and chlorambucil
with response rates similar to those in humans [12,
14, 21–24]. COX inhibitors can enhance the effects
of chemotherapy (cisplatin, carboplatin, vinblastine)
when used in combination [12–14, 21]. For example,
in a randomized trial in dogs with InvUC, the remission rate was significantly higher in dogs receiving
vinblastine combined with piroxicam (58%) than in
dogs receiving vinblastine alone (23%) [21]. Interestingly, dogs across all breeds appear to have similar
responses to medical therapies for InvUC [12, 14,
21–24]. The placement of urethral and ureteral stents
can be performed when needed to relieve urinary
obstruction [13]. Overall, the cancer can be effectively managed in 75–80% of dogs with median
survival times extending over a year, especially when
multiple sequential therapies are used [13].
Pet owners are becoming increasingly motivated to
treat their pets with InvUC and to allow their pets to
participate in clinical trials. Clinical trials involving
pets with naturally occurring cancer are considered
a win-win scenario that benefits dogs and generates
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Table 1
Similarities between naturally-occurring canine invasive urothelial carcinoma and human invasive urothelial carcinoma
Similarities in muscle-invasive bladder cancer between dogs and humans
Physiological age of onset
Clinical signs/symptoms
Cellular and pathological features including high grade, tumor heterogeneity, and local invasion
Molecular subtypes (e.g. luminal, basal)
Biological behavior (sites and frequency of metastasis)
Response to chemotherapy (e.g. cisplatin, carboplatin, vinblastine)
Shared molecular targets (e.g. EGFR, CDKN2B, PIK3CA, BRCA2, NFkB, ARHGEF4, XPA, RB1CC1, RPS6, MITF, and WT1)

knowledge to help humans given the vast similarities seen between species (summarized in Table 1).
Inclusion criteria in canine trials typically include
histopathologic confirmation of InvUC, measureable
disease, and expected survival of at least six weeks.
Since a specific standard of care treatment has not
been defined or regimented for dogs with InvUC,
enrollment of dogs with treatment-naı̈ve cancer into
trials is well accepted. Depending on the goals of the
trial, inclusion criteria can be set to include dogs with
treatment-naı̈ve cancer, cancer resistant to prior therapies, or both; and dogs with organ confined-disease,
metastatic disease, or both.
POTENTIAL ROLE FOR CANINE InvUC
TO MODEL TARGETED THERAPIES
In addition to strong evidence that dogs with
naturally-occurring InvUC can model traditional
chemotherapy responses, there is more excitement for
the potential for dogs to model and accurately predict
the outcome of targeted therapies, immunotherapies, and new combinations of drugs. Although the
molecular characterization of canine InvUC is in the
early stages, there is already compelling evidence for
the presence of druggable molecular targets shared
between dogs and humans.
Shared molecular features between canine and
human InvUC
The 2014 Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network comprehensive molecular characterization
of urothelial bladder carcinoma provided insight
into the molecular pathogenesis of human InvUC
and identified potential targets for therapy [25].
Genomic alternations involving PI3K/AKT/mTOR,
CDKN2A/CDK4/CCND1, and RTK/RAS pathways
were identified making receptor tyrosine kinases such
as EGFR, ERBB2 (Her-2), ERBB3, and FGFR3
potential targets for therapy [25].

Overexpression of epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR) has been detected in 73% of
canine InvUC, which is comparable to what
has been reported in humans [26–29]. HER-2
(EGFR2/ERBB2/NEU) was also found to be significantly overexpressed in canine InvUC samples
when compared to non-neoplastic urothelium [30].
Inhibitors of EGFR family proteins have been evaluated in multiple trials in humans with bladder cancer
with varying success [31–33]. In a 2015 review of
the literature, it was concluded that EGFR inhibitors
appear to be useful in a subset of patients including patients that are chemotherapy naı̈ve and that
have cancer overexpressing EGFR or ERBB2 [34].
Prior treatment with chemotherapy can result in resistance to EGFR inhibitors, although the mechanisms
of this are not clear. Canine studies could be conducted to help better understand these mechanisms of
resistance and better identify subsets of patients who
could benefit from EGFR inhibitor therapy. A trial of
an EGFR-targeted therapy in dogs has been initiated
at Purdue University by the Comparative Oncology
Program.
The p53 tumor suppressor gene product is thought
to play a role in the differentiation of the epithelium in
the urinary bladder [35]. Loss of p53 expression has
been observed in human invasive InvUC and has been
associated with lymph node metastasis, advanced
tumor-node-metastasis stage, and decreased survival
times [35, 36]. Comparable to reports in humans, p63
expression, a homologue of p53, has been reported to
be significantly lower in dogs with InvUC, compared
to dogs with polypoid cystitis and normal urothelium
[37]. Expression of p53, the p53 inducible gene 143-3σ protein, and vimentin have been documented
in a portion of canine InvUC in vivo and in vitro
[38, 39]. In humans, expression of vimentin is associated with epithelial-mesenchymal transition, cancer
progression, and metastasis [40]. 14-3-3σ protein
has been previously linked to tumorigenesis, and it’s
expression has been evaluated in human urothelial
carcinoma [41, 42].
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One interesting difference between human and
canine InvUC is the majority (67–85%) of canine
InvUC harbors a BRAFV595E mutation, which is
homologous to the BRAFV600E mutation seen in
humans with melanoma and other malignancies
[43, 44] leading to constitutive activation of the
MAPK pathway. While BRAF mutations are rare in
human InvUC, other mutations within the MAPK
pathway occur in approximately 30% of cases [25].
A study of a BRAF inhibitor in dogs with InvUC
is currently underway at Purdue University with the
intent to determine efficacy, safety, and resistance
mechanisms that are likely to be important in humans.
Mutations in several other genes implicated in
the development and progression of InvUC and
other cancers in humans have been identified in
canine InvUC [43, 45]. These include EGFR,
CDKN2B, PIK3CA, BRCA2, NFkB, ARHGEF4, XPA,
NCOA4, MDC1, UBR5, RB1CC1, RPS6, CIITA,
MITF, and WT1 [25, 43, 45–57]. Additionally, other
shared molecular targets will assuredly be found. In
microarray analysis, there were >450 genes that were
differentially expressed (between InvUC and normal bladder) and shared between dogs and humans
(P < 0.05; 2FC) [27, 58]. Similarly, in RNA-seq analysis, there were 1589 genes that were differentially
expressed between normal bladder and bladder cancer in dogs and in humans (selected from 2911
human/canine orthologs pairs whose respective genes
were above background in both canine and human
datasets) [45].
Examples of targeted therapy studies in dogs
There are published examples of studies of targeted therapies in dogs with InvUC and other cancers,
including those of translational value. A canine clinical trial evaluating folate receptor expression and
the safety and efficacy of folate-targeted therapy in
pet dogs with InvUC was conducted [59]. Folate
receptor expression was detected in 78% of canine
InvUC, and folate uptake in vivo was confirmed
using scintigraphy. An escalating dose of folatetargeted vinblastine (EC0905) was administered to
pet dogs with biopsy-confirmed folate receptor positive InvUC. The maximum tolerated dose was
determined, with neutropenia and gastrointestinal
upset being dose limiting toxicities. Antitumor effects
were observed with 5 dogs having partial remission
and 4 dogs having stable disease out of 10 dogs
treated [59]. Folate receptor expression was identified
in human InvUC [59], and further work is ongoing

to define the percentage of cases with folate receptor expression, and to evaluate additional folate-drug
conjugates in dogs. Positive results could provide the
justification for a follow up trial of folate-targeted
therapy in humans.
Toceranib phosphate (SU11654, Palladia® ) is a
multikinase small molecule inhibitor that targets several receptor tyrosine kinases including VEGFR,
PDGFR, and KIT [60]. In a phase I trial of toceranib
in dogs with various spontaneous tumors, there was
an objective response rate of 28% with the responses
most commonly seen in dogs with cutaneous mast cell
tumors that harbored KIT activating mutations [60].
Additional work was done to establish the pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, and toxicity profile
of toceranib in dogs [60–62]. The results of these
canine studies helped lay the foundation for subsequent evaluation and ultimately FDA approval of a
very closely related small molecule inhibitor, sunitinib (SU11248), in people for treatment of renal
cell carcinoma and gastrointestinal stromal tumors
[63, 64].
r ), a small
Ibrutinib (PCI-32765: Imbruvica
molecule inhibitor of Bruton’s tyrosine kinase (BTK)
was evaluated in dogs with B-cell lymphoma, and
was found to have good biological activity and
an acceptable toxicity profile [65]. These findings
helped lead to further evaluation of ibrutinib in
humans and eventual FDA approval for treatment of
B cell chronic lymphoid leukemia and mantle cell
lymphoma [66, 67].
Signaling of the mTOR pathway can contribute
to the growth and progression of several cancers including osteosarcoma, and mTOR inhibitors
are being evaluated for cancer therapy [68]. The
mTOR inhibitor, rapamycin, has been evaluated
in dogs with osteosarcoma, and the pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics and anticancer effects
reported [69–70]. A clinical trial conducted by
the National Cancer Institute (NCI) Comparative
Oncology Trials Consortium is currently ongoing to
evaluate oral rapamycin treatment in pet dogs with
osteosarcoma [71]. Rapamycin (sirolimus) and its
derivatives such as everolimus (RAD001), are currently under investigation in pre-clinical and clinical
trials for people with osteosarcoma [72–75].
MODELING MOLECULAR SUBYTPES IN
CANINE InvUC
One of the compelling recent advances in InvUC
is the identification of gene expression patterns
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that segregate human InvUC into molecular subtypes including basal, luminal, and others initially
described in human breast cancer [4–7, 25, 76]. This
is important because there is strong evidence that
the cancer behavior and response to therapy differ
between subtypes, and thus subtypes should be taken
into account when evaluating new (and old) therapies [4–8]. Briefly, basal InvUCs are more prevalent
in women than men; are inherently more aggressive; are associated with squamous features, more
advanced stage and metastatic disease at diagnosis
(although they can be more responsive to chemotherapy and immunotherapy); and are enriched for
STAT3, TP63, KRT5/6A, CD44, and NFkB, c-Myc,
and HIF signaling [4–8]. Some basal InvUC also
express epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition markers of claudin-low breast cancer [77]. Luminal InvUC
is associated with papillary histologic features and
better clinical outcomes, and is enriched for ER,
TRIM24, FOXA1, GATA3, PPARG, and activating
FGFR3 mutations (with good response to FGFR
inhibitors) [6–8, 78]. It is clear that modeling drug
effects across molecular subtypes is critical, and work
by our group provides strong evidence that molecular
subtypes can be modeled in canine InvUC. Analysis of a “discovery” gene profiling dataset of canine
InvUC and normal canine urothelium, revealed two
distinct InvUC clusters [27], and a recent re-analysis
of the data comparing findings to a list of >600 genes
that segregate human InvUC into luminal and basal
subtypes, confirmed that these two clusters align
closely with luminal and basal expression patterns
(Fig. 1).
DOGS WITH InvUC FOR MODELING
IMMUNOTHERAPIES
The promise of emerging immunotherapies and
challenges to be met
The unprecedented resurgence in immunotherapy
has further heightened the demands for relevant animal models of cancer that can predict the outcomes
(efficacy, toxicity) of immunotherapies when given
as monotherapy or when combined with other therapies [79]. There is especially widespread interest
in immune checkpoint inhibitors. Immune checkpoints, such PD-L1, PD-1, CTLA-4 and others, are
key regulatory components of the immune system
that are critical for maintaining self-tolerance [80,
81]. Immune checkpoints also modulate the duration
and amplitude of physiological immune responses
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Fig. 1. Clustering of differentially expressed basal and luminal
genes. Gene expression profiling was performed (Canine Genome
Array 2.0 Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA). Microarray data were
analyzed for canine normal bladder tissues (n = 4) and compared
to canine InvUC (n = 18) using GeneSpring GX 13.1.1 (Agilent
Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) and recently updated annotations
by Affymetrix. Differentially expressed genes (t-test, p corr 0.05,
2FC) were selected and clustered according to basal and luminal
patterns reported in human InvUC [6]. Genes clustered in two
distinct groups with seven tumor samples segregating as basal (left
cluster), and 11 tumor samples as luminal (right cluster).

in peripheral tissues in order to minimize collateral tissue damage. Many cancers however, exploit
immune checkpoints to avoid immune attack, particularly in evading attack by T cells that are specific for
tumor antigens [80–83]. Cancer cells upregulate PDL1 (and other immune checkpoints) in response to
oncogenic signals or endogenous antitumor immune
responses, and the binding of PD-L1 to PD-1 on activated T cells causes cell anergy or death [81, 83].
Antigen presenting cells, natural killer cells, and T
cells also express PD-L1.
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There is compelling evidence that immune checkpoint inhibitors can drive new success in the treatment
of InvUC and other cancers through the finding of
durable complete remissions in heavily pre-treated
patients in multiple studies [80, 82, 84–88]. There
is much work to be done, however, before immune
checkpoint inhibitors reach their potential in saving
cancer patients. Although the remissions in patients
with advanced cancer are impressive, only a minority of patients (∼20%) have this level of benefit
[84–87]. Additionally immune checkpoint inhibitors
can unleash a plethora of autoimmune processes,
and the monitoring and treatment of these “toxicities” requires special diligence [89]. Analyses of
biomarkers to predict immune checkpoint inhibitor
activity have produced conflicting results, indicating
a continued need for study [80, 81, 84, 90–93].
The lack of remissions in the majority of patients
and the absence of clear biomarkers of response are
not surprising as the immune system’s response to
cancer can fail at multiple points [81, 94–97]. In
addition to immune checkpoints, causes of immune
failure include low antigenicity (e.g., lack of antigens,
MHC downregulation), deficient adjuvanticity (e.g.,
lack of damage-associated molecular patterns) to signal the immune system, ineffective T cell trafficking,
immunosuppressive cells and cytokines, exhausted T
cells, plus deficient numbers or function of immune
effector cells in general [83, 98]. It is expected that
combining drugs that positively affect different parts
of the immune system will substantially increase
the success rate of immune checkpoint inhibitors
[81, 94–98]. This again highlights the need for relevant animal modes to help select the most promising
approaches to take into human trials.
The potential for dogs with InvUC to contribute
to better immunotherapy
Pet dogs with naturally-occurring cancer could
serve as an invaluable model to bridge the
gap between mouse models and human clinical
immunotherapy trials given the development of
“spontaneous cancer” in the presence of an intact
immune system in dogs and the similarities between
InvUC in dogs and humans described above. It is recognized that the “tool kit” that is needed to study
and monitor the immune system in dogs has lagged
behind that in humans and rodents. Fortunately, work
has been launched to address these limitations. Along
with the rapidly expanding interest in translational
research in dogs, funding opportunities for the work

are growing. A U01 grant program was announced
through the NCI in 2017 (Canine Immunotherapy Trials and Correlative Studies, RFA-CA-17-001) [99].
This came on the heels of funding through an Administrative Supplement for P30 Cancer Center Support
Grants to support research in canine immunotherapy
via collaboration of NCI-designated cancer centers
and veterinary medical colleges, with an emphasis put
on defining neoantigens in naturally-occurring canine
cancer.
In addition to assembling the tool kit to monitor
immunotherapy, and gaining a deeper understanding
of canine tumor immunology, another key development for translational research will be developing
immune checkpoint inhibitors for use in dogs.
These drugs are currently not available for dogs.
Human monoclonal antibodies that target immune
checkpoints have not yet been shown to bind and
functionally disrupt canine checkpoints. In addition, neutralizing antibodies would form in dogs
in response to administration of human antibodies.
The opportunity to evaluate canine specific immune
checkpoint inhibitors, however, is eagerly awaited.
Studies to evaluate the antitumor effects, determine
mechanisms of response and resistance, test potential
combination therapies, and develop strategies to minimize adverse events are all of high interest. It is likely
that dogs will develop adverse events similar to the
autoimmune-related adverse events in humans. With
dogs developing naturally-occurring autoimmune
diseases, such as hemolytic anemia and thrombocytopenia, myasthenia gravis, hypoadrenocorticism,
hypothyroidism, polyarthritis, inflammatory bowel
disease, and lupus erythematosus, it is expected that
immune mediated adverse events will be observed
with immune checkpoint inhibitor treatment in dogs
[100–102]. In fact, autoimmunity is reported to be
more frequent in dogs which have undergone ovariohysterectomy or orchiectomy, compared to intact
dogs, and many pet dogs, especially in the United
States, have had these procedures performed [102].
It is important to point out that pet owners will not
tolerate adverse events that negatively interfere with
their dog’s quality of life, and strategies to minimize
side effects and effectively manage them will be crucial. This is, however, certainly a worthy goal for
human cancer patients as well and another opportunity for translational research aimed at improving
quality of life across both species. While this work
is evolving, there are already multiple examples of
immunotherapy studies in dogs of translational value,
including those of vaccines, muramyl tripeptides,
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and CAR T cells. A xenogenic (human) tyrosinase
DNA vaccine was developed and approved by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture for the treatment of
melanoma dogs in 2007 [103]. The initial studies in
dogs contributed to the development and evaluation
of a similar xenogenic (mouse) tyrosinase DNA vaccine for use in humans [104]. A phase I clinical trial
demonstrated that the mouse tyrosinase DNA vaccine could be safely administered to humans with
melanoma [105], and additional studies are currently
ongoing.
Liposomal encapsulated muramyl tripeptide phosphatidyl ethanolamine (L-MTP-PE, mifamurtide,
Mepact® ) is an immunomodulating drug with antitumor effects that appear to be mediated by activating
monocytes and macrophages to kill tumor cells
[106–108]. It was initial clinical trials in dogs with
osteosarcoma that played a pivotal role in justifying further evaluation of the drug in children with
osteosarcoma [106–108]. L-MTP-PE is currently
approved for use in children with osteosarcoma in
Europe and remains an investigational drug in the
United States.
HER2/neu is a tyrosine kinase receptor that
belongs to the family of EGFRs, and it is expressed in
40% of pediatric and canine osteosarcomas, as well
as other cancers. Additionally, HER2 expression is
associated with a decreased response to chemotherapy, increased metastasis, and decreased survival
[109, 110]. ADXS31-164 is a highly attenuated,
recombinant Listeria monocytogenes expressing a
chimeric human HER2/neu construct [111, 112]. In
a phase I canine clinical trial, ADXS31-164 was
well tolerated and was highly effective at preventing
pulmonary metastasis when administered to 18 pet
dogs with HER2/neu+ appendicular osteosarcoma
[113]. Given the promising results and translational
relevance of canine studies, a phase 1b open-label
dose escalation study of ADXS31-164 in humans
with HER2 expressing solid tumors is currently
underway [114].
Next to immune checkpoint inhibitors, CAR T
cells (engineered T cell or chimeric antigen receptor)
are gaining the most attention and perhaps showing more promise than other current immunotherapy
strategies [115]. CAR T cell therapy has been successfully delivered to tumor-bearing dogs [116].
Briefly, autologous RNA-transfected CAR T cells
were generated, expanded, and administered to pet
dogs with relapsed B cell lymphoma. The treatment
was well tolerated and resulted in a reduction of
CD20+ B cells in target lymph nodes. The results
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from this proof-of-concept study validate further
evaluation of CAR T cell therapy in dogs, filling
the gap between mouse models and translation into
humans [116].

EARLY DETECTION AND
INTERVENTION STUDIES IN DOGS
WITH InvUC
In addition to the contributions of targeted therapies and immunotherapy, another important strategy
in improving cancer management is the development
of the means to detect and treat cancer in an earlier
stage. The strong breed-associated risk for InvUC in
dogs could allow dogs to make particularly impactful contributions to this area of research. The strong
breed associated risk, such as the 21 fold higher risk
in Scottish Terriers, allows for screening of a cohort
of dogs that are highly likely to develop InvUC. A
study is ongoing at Purdue University to screen Scottish Terriers who are at least six years old and have
no evidence of urinary tract disease, with dogs being
screened every six months for three years in order to
detect bladder cancer early. Preliminary results indicate that cancer can be detected via screening in more
than 25% of participating dogs, and that treatment is
more effective in the early disease setting (unpublished work, D Knapp, 2018). This type of study
offers unparalleled opportunities to evaluate various
screening tests, to determine risk factors that translate into cancer development and progression, and
to study early intervention in a naturally-occurring
disease setting.

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, there is strong evidence that dogs
with naturally-occurring InvUC can represent a relevant predictive model for cancer therapy in humans
to complement other models. Important next steps
should include parallel human and canine InvUC trials to provide further proof-of-concept for dog studies
having predictive value in regards to the subsequent
outcome in humans. With this proof of concept, dogs
can be integrated more widely into the drug development process, and likely fill a much needed niche
in predictive modeling between experimental animal
work and human trials. Ultimately, dogs with InvUC
could transform the success rate in human trials.
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